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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [ 1 ] Berkson and Porta considered operator semigroups on H, of the 
form 
T,(f) = .I’0 cp,> fEHP, t>Q, (1.1) 
where {cp,: t 3 0) is a semigroup of analytic functions mapping the unit 
disk D into itself (i.e., q, 0 cp, = (p,+,, for I, s 3 0, p,,(z) E z, and q,(z) is con- 
tinuous in (t, z) on [0, a) x ED). Such semigroups ( T,} are strongly con- 
tinuous. Furthermore if the functions cp,, t >, 0 have a common fixed point 
in IEJ then [l, Theorem 4.31 says that the point spectrum of the 
infinitesimal generator rp of { T,} on HP consists of a countable number of 
isolated eigenvalues. The question arises whether, in this case, the resolvent 
operator R(A, f,) is compact on HP. The purpose of this note is to show 
that R(1., r,) is not always compact and then to give conditions for com- 
pactness. The separation of the semigroups giving rise to compact resolvent 
from those which do not, seems to be very delicate. Our conditions are in 
terms of a certain associated univalent function to be introduced below. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
If {cp,) is a semigroup of analytic functions on ED, the limit 
G(z) = lim,,,,(L+,(z)/at)) gives the infinitesimal generator of (cp,}. G(z) 
has the unique representation G(z) = F(z)(bz - l)(z - b), where 161 < 1 and 
F(z) is analytic with Re F> 0 on ID. If further lb\ < 1 then b is a common 
fixed point of cp,, t 3 0 [ 11. We will assume in what follows that lb1 < 1, 
and further, without loss of generality, that b =O. In this case there is a 
(unique) univalent analytic function h: D + C such that h(cp,(z)) = e”‘h(z) 
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for t b 0, ZE ID, where c = G’(0) [2, lo]. The relation between h(z) and 
G(z) is G(z) h’(z) = G’(0) h(z) and h is obtained as 
h(z)=zexp(%i($-I)di), LED. (2.1) 
In the language of univalent functions, h is a spirallike function on ID. It is 
starlike iff P’(0) is real (for this terminology see [S]). The infinitesimal 
generator of the semigroup {T,} on HP (1 d p< cc) is given by 
r,(f)(z) = G(z)f’(z) and has domain 9(r,) = {f~ HP: Gf’ E HP}. The 
point spectrum x(rp) of r, is the set (kG’(0): k = 0, 1,2,..., N), where N is 
the largest positive integer such that hi E HP (if Am E HP for all k then 
n(r,) consists of all points kG’(O), k 2 0). These results can be found in [ 1 ] 
or in [lo]. 
3. THE COMPACTNESS OF R(2, f,) 
The following proposition gives a family of semigroups for which 
R(n, r,) is not compact. The well-known fact that (1 - z)’ E HP if and only 
if Re A> -l/p, will be used in the proof. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose 1 d p < co. Let 0 </I < 2 and let {q$j he the 
semigroup given by q?(z) = h,‘(e-‘ha(z)), ZE D, t 30, where h,(z) = 
z( 1 - z)-O. Then the spectrum a(rkfl)), of the corresponding infinitesimal 
generator r;fi) contains the set {z: Re z 6 -l//?p}. 
Proof: An easy calculation shows that the infinitesimal generator G&z) 
of (cpf } is Gg(z) = z(z - I )/( 1 -z + pz), so FL01 is given by 
q’(f) = ,"z-+l;z f'(z). (3.1) 
For 1 EC - (0, 1,2,...} and n > 1 let 
(-l”{(n:l)-n(k~l)]z~ (3.2) 
A+k 
and let fn,l(z) = P,,Jz)( 1 - z)~~. Treating r;p) as a differential operator 
defined on all analytic functions on D, we find by a computation 
(A-P)(f 
P 
)(z)=(l -z)fiA+“+I. IL, (3.3) 
Moreover, f,,i is the only analytic solution on D of the differential equation 
given in (3.3). Let S,= {AEC: P,,,(l)=O} and S=(U,“=, S,)u 
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(0, - 1, -2,...}. If AE {z: Re z6 -l/&} -S then choose an integer n 
such that Re(@+n+l)> -l/p, so that (l-~)~~+“+i is in HP. 
Assuming that A- rip) is invertible, in view of (3.3) we must have 
R(L, r(fl))(( 1 - z)~‘+“+ ‘) = P,,A(z)( 1 - z)~’ E HP. Since P,,J 1) # 0, an easy 
argumint shows then that (1 -z)“” E HP which is a contradiction to the 
choice of 2. Thus a(rj,D)) contains the set {z: Re z < -l//Q} - S. Since 
o(rlp)) is a closed set and S is countable we conclude that 
{z:Rezd -l/~p}ca(f~fl)). 
COROLLARY 1. I f  L’bfi) is as in (3.1) then for h: in the resolvent set of I’lp), 
R(A, rib)) is not a compact operator on Hp. 
Proof: If R(A, r;p)) were compact, then a(rifl)) would consist of a coun- 
table number of eigenvalues. 
As a corollary we obtain the following more general 
THEOREM 1. Suppose 1 d p < CO and { cp,} has infinitesimal generator 
G(z). Suppose that there is a point w E arol such that G(z)/( 1 - wz) is bounded 
on D. Then R(A, L’,) is not compact. 
Proof: We begin by proving the following: Suppose { $,} and {r,} are 
two semigroups with generators G,(z) and G,(z), respectively. Let r,” and 
r’i be the corresponding infinitesimal generators of the induced operator 
semigroups ( Tf > and { TF} on HP. Suppose further that G,/G, is bounded 
on D. Then the compactness of R(A, ri) implies that of R(A, r$). To show 
this let f E 9(f $), then 
so 9(r$) c 9(f:). Since $,(O) = 0 for t 3 0, Littlewood’s subordination 
theorem [4, Theorem 1.73 gives IjTtil < 1 hence the type o0 of { Tf} 
satisfies o0 = lim, _ m (log I( Tfll/t) < 0. In a similar way we also find that the 
type of {T:} is less than or equal to zero. It follows that the resolvent sets 
p(T$) and p(T$) both contain the right half-plane. Thus if Re A > 0, the 
second resolvent equation holds: 
R(A, r;) - R(;1, f ,“) = R(& I’;)(I’; - f$‘) R(A, r$‘) (3.4) 
[7, Theorem 5.10.31. Making a simple substitution in (3.4) we find 
R(A, r;) - R(i, Z-t) 
= R(A, r;) R(A, l-t). (3.5) 
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The right-hand side of (3.5) is a product of R(A, ri) with a bounded 
operator. The conclusion follows. 
To finish the proof of Theorem 1, let (tl> denote the semigroup of 
Proposition 1 corresponding to the choice p = 1. The generator of (5,) is 
G(z) = -z( 1 -z) and hence the infinitesimal generator of the induced 
operator semigroup on HP is given by d,(f)(z) = -z( 1 -z) f’(z). Denote 
by [r;} the rotated semigroup, z;(z) = Wr,(wz), then the corresponding 
infinitesimal generator is d,“‘(f)(z) = -z( 1 - wz)f’(z). It is clear that A, 
and A; enjoy the same spectral properties and that G,., the generator of 
{T;}, is G,(z) = - z( 1 - wz). In particular, R(A, A,“‘) is not compact. Now 
let {t;} and {cp,} play the roles of {$,} and (5,) in the first part of the 
proof. By hypothesis, G(z)/1 - wz is bounded and so is G(z)/G,,(z). It 
follows that R(A, L’,) is not compact. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose 1 6 p < co and {cp,} has associated univalent 
function h. Zf there is a point w E 3D such that h(z)/h’(z) = O( l/l 1 - wzl ) as 
Iz/ + 1 then R(A, J’,) is not compact. 
Proof: If G is the generator of (cp,}, the hypothesis implies G(z)/1 - wz 
is bounded on D. 
Next we will examine conditions that imply the compactness of R(A, I’,). 
It has been observed in the proof of Theorem 1 that the resolvent set of r,, 
p(f,), contains the right half-plane. Putting i, = -G’(O) = F(0) we see that 
Re A0 20. If Re EL,>0 then &EP(T/,). If &, is a pure-imaginary (nonzero) 
number then G(z) = -z(k), where CI E [w - {0}, and I’,(f)(z) = -ictzf’(z). 
For g E HP the differential equation (ice - r,)(f) = g has the unique 
analytic solution f(z) = (l/iaz) J; g(i) d<. Since the operator 
g+U/z)jiMbK’ b is ounded on HP we have A, = ia E p(T,). Thus in all 
cases & E p(T,,). By an integration we find 
R(io, r,)(g)(z) =;&) 6 g(i) h’(i) di, 
‘0 
(35) 
i.e., R(J-,, r )(g) is an h-average of g. We use the notation 
M(r, g) = max,;, =r 1 g(z)1 for 0 < r < 1. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose 1 d p < co and let {cp[} be a semigroup with 
associated univalent function h. If 
s 
1 
M(r, h’) dr < CC (3.7) 
0 
then for A E p(T,), R(A, r,) is a compact operator on HP. 
ProojI It suflices to show that R(&, r,) is compact where 1, = -G’(O). 
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From (3.6) we have 





Observe that the function h satisfies h(O) = 0, h’(O) = 1, and the set 
{h(z): +< IZI < l} is bounded away from zero because h is one-to-one 
analytic. Thus z/h(z) is bounded on D, hence it sufftces to show that the 
operator R, given by (3.9) is compact on HP. 
For f~ HP we have If(z)1 < 2”pIlf~~,(1 - Iz~)-“~ [4, p. 361. This says 
that the unit ball of HP is a normal family of analytic functions. Let {g,} 
be a sequence in HP such that )I g,ll, 6 1 for each n. Then there is a sub- 
sequence (g,,} converging uniformly on compact subsets of D to an 
analytic function g. We will show that { R,( g,,)} is a Cauchy sequence in 
HP and thus R, is compact. By changing notation we may work with {g,} 
in place of {g,,}. For 0 <r < 1 and positive integers m, n we have 
Rot g,)(z) - Ro(g,k) = jr (g,(tz) - g,(tz)) h'(tz) dt 
0 
+ j’ (g,(fz) - g,(tz)) h’(tz) dt 
r 
= Z,(z) + ZZ,(z). (3.10) 
For II,(z) we have 
d j’ ML h’) II g, - gmllp dr < 2 j’ WC h’) & r r 
(3.11) 
where the first inequality was obtained by applying the continuous version 
of Minkowski’s inequality. Next for I, we have 
IZ,(z)l B j; I g,(tz) - g,(tz)l Ih’(tz)l df d Wr> (8, - g,P’) 
d M(r, g, - gm) Mb, h’), 
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SO 111,11,<M(r, g,- g,) M(r, h’). From this, (3.10) and (3.11), we have 
Let E > 0 be given. Pick r0 E (0, 1) such that 2 ji, M(t, h’) dt < E. Since {g,,} 
is uniformly Cauchy on compact subsets of D, there is an integer N such 
that M(r,, g,- g,) <E(M(T~, A))-’ for m, n>N. Then for m, n>N from 
(3.12) we have 11 R,( g,) - R,( g,) Ilp < 2~. The conclusion follows. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose {cpl} has an infinitesimal generator G(z) = 
-zF(z) and an associated univalent function h. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) JAM(r,h’)dr<oo; 
(ii) j: M(r, l/F) dr < co. 
Each of these conditions implies that h E H”. 
Proof: (i) -+ (ii). Since h’(z) G(z) = G’(0) h(z) we have 





As in the proof of Theorem 2, z/h(z)E H” so M(r, l/F) < l/lG’(O)l 
11 z/h(z) (I 0 M( r, h’) giving the conclusion. 
(ii) -+ (i). We first show that (ii) implies that h E H”. It suffices to show 
that the integral inside the exponential in (2.1) is bounded. We have 
Hence h E H”. From h’(z) = -G’(O)(h(z)/z)(l/F(z)) it follows that 
M(r, h’) d lG’(O)l Ilh(z)/z)l nM(r, l/F) and this gives the conclusion. 
COROLLARY 3. With the notation of Proposition 2, the following are 
equivalent 
409, ,21/l-9 
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(i) h’EH’; 
(ii) ~/FE HI. 
Each of these conditions implies that jh M(r, h’) dr < 00. 
Prooj (ii) + (i). A special case of a theorem of Hardy and Littlewood 
[4, Theorem 5.111 says that if ge H’ then sh M(r, g) dr< co. Thus if 
~/FE H’ then 1; M(r, l/F) dr < co which implies that j: M(r, h’) dr < cci 
(Proposition 2) and that hE H”. Since h’(z) = -G(O)(h(z)/z)l/F(z) we see 
that h’ E H’. 
(i) + (ii). It follows easily from (3.13) and the boundedness of z/h(z). 
Remarks. 1. An analytic function of positive real part on D belongs to 
HP for all p < 1. Thus, since Re( l/F) > 0, Corollary 3 says that compactness 
occurs “frequently.” In fact [6, Theorem I] says that given 0 < y < 1 
and E> 0 there is an analytic F on D such that Re F > 0, 
and lim sup, - , (11 F(rz)lI ,/log( l/( 1 - r))) 2 2/7r(y/(y + 1) - E). Thus the con- 
dition l/FeH’ is much stronger than the mere integrability of M(r, l/F), 
the latter implying compactness. 
2. Not all bounded univalent starlike functions h satisfy condition (3.7). 
This follows from an example of B. Twomey as well as from a classical 
argument based on the fact that (3.7) implies that h is continuous on the 
closed disk D, and was pointed out to me by B. Twomey. Thus we do not 
know whether the boundedness of h implies the compactness of R(I, f,). 
If, however, h is bounded then it is easy to see that there is a t, > 0 such 
that T, is compact for all t > fO. From the general theory of strongly con- 
tinuous semigroups, the latter implies that the spectrum of rp consists of a 
countable number of isolated eigenvalues so the phenomenon of 
Proposition 1 does not occur. Furthermore if h is bounded, a theorem of 
Hardy and Littlewood [4, Theorem 5.111 gives 
i 
I 
M(r, h’)’ dr < co foreach %< 1. 
0 
In case h is bounded and h(D) is a Jordan domain with rectifiable boun- 
dary then of course h’E H’ [4, Theorem 3.121 so R(A, r,) is compact. 
3. Let h(z)=log(l/(l -z)) and cp,(z)=h-‘(e ‘h(z))= 1 -(l -z)‘-‘. If 
t > 0, q<(D) “touches” the boundary of D at W= 1 only. The derivative 
q;(z) has an infinite limiting value as z--f 1 from inside D, so the angular 
derivative of qr at w = 1 does not exist. If [ is a point on the boundary of 
D, [ # 1, then obviously the angular derivative of cp, at c does not exist. 
From [S, Theorem 3.101 and the fact that 9, is one-to-one on D it follows 
that the composition operator T, induced by p, on HP is compact for each 
t > 0. From [9, Theorem 2.331 it follows that R(A, f,) is compact on HP. 
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Observe that condition (3.7) is not satisfied by the function h of this 
example. Thus (3.7) is not necessary for compactness. 
I thank my advisor Professor E. Berkson for being helpful and 
Professors W. Hayman and B. Towney for communication leading to the 
clarification of the first part of Remark 2. 
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